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followed improvements at the abattoir, including
the introduction of CCTV, said the supermarket’s
spokesman.
Planning chiefs at North Dorset District Council
recently granted permission to expand the
plant’s refrigerated capacity.
Animal rights group Animal Aid secretly filmed
inside the abattoir in January, recording images
of cows apparently being beaten and repeatedly
shot with stun bolts.
Andrew Tyler, the director of Animal Aid, told
the Daily Echo that improvements made at the
plant vindicated his group’s investigation.
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standards have improved dramatically,” he said.
“That underlines in absolutely clear terms that
what we are doing, and what we will continue to
do, is a vital task “We are pleased that CCTV
has been introduced. It’s absolutely vital that
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the footage is not just collected, but is regularly
scrutinised by Sainsbury’s and the regulatory
authority,” said Mr Tyler.
ABP spokesman Alistair MacDougal said the
company had retrained staff as well as
introducing CCTV, and added that the Food
Standards Agency had decided not to prosecute
after examining Animal Aid’s footage.
A Sainsbury spokesman said: “We worked
closely with ABP to ensure that all measures
necessary were put in place to deliver the
highest standards of animal welfare before we
resumed supply.
“This even extends so far as to include CCTV
within the abattoir to monitor staff and to help
prevent any actual or perceived breach of the
high animal welfare standards we demand from
all our suppliers.”
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Merger mania

WHEN they heard yesterday’s news that three
London boroughs are planning to merge services
under one administrative structure, staff and
councillors at East Dorset and Christchurch could
have been forgiven for thinking: “Been there,
done that, got the T-shirt.”

Comprehensive Spending
Review is on our minds

Bournemouth Council Leader Peter
Charon's blogs about meeting Eric
Pickles and his team to make sure Bournemouth
gets a fairer system of funding in future and the
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approval of the ice rink at King's Park.

Days in the sun are numbered

I read with disgust the article about
the recommended increases agreed
by Poole’s cabinet to hike the beach
huts up by an astronomic 15 per cent a year for
the next three years (Daily Echo, October 19).
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Chocolate Buttercream

This dreamy cake is the perfect
indulgence for a chilly afternoon with your cup of
tea. Can you resist the urge to get into the
kitchen and bake this beauty?

In - tents finale for The
Inbetweeners and why we
should stop watching Jeremy
Kyle

AND so it was time to bid a sad
farewell to our mates Will, Simon, Neil and Jay,
not to mention Si’s rubbish Fiat, as the final
curtain, well, tent flap, fell on the last episode of
the hugely lovable The Inbetweeners (Monday,
E4, 10pm).
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A complete listing of what's on and
where in Bournemouth, Poole and
the surrounding area for the next seven days...

Easy A (15) ****

EVERY generation has portraits of
adolescent angst which perfectly
encapsulate the teenage experience
in a language that speaks loud and clear to
audiences of the era.

Champions’ Restaurant, Dean
Court, Bournemouth

WHILE Eddie Howe welcomed new
signings into the Cherries dressing
room this summer, the club was also busy
strengthening its squad in the kitchen – clearly
they were taking promotion to League One as
seriously off the pitch as they were on it.
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